FUTSAL BY THE NUMBERS

THE POSITIONS OF FUTSAL
Futsal, much like traditional soccer, has designated player positions and names. In Futsal however, the
positioning is more of a suggestion and a starting point rather than a hard and true position. By this, we
mean that each player is positioned to start the match, but as an opponent’s system changes and there
is shifting throughout the match, positioning of the players must also change. With only five individual
players per side, including the goalie, the formation is open to and usually demands movement and
rotation. On the best teams, every player can execute the fundamental techniques and understand the
roles and responsibilities of each position on the court. Let’s take a look at the positions on the floor.
Winger (ENG), Ala (POR), Ala (ESP)
The wingers are positioned on the outsides or flanks of the field, adjacent to the touch lines. These
players continually move forward and back based on the movement of the ball and most closely
resemble an outside midfielder in full field soccer. Wingers play both defense position and offense
depending on which team possesses the ball. Wingers are able to move about the court as they feel
necessary to positively affect the play of the match. Most wingers start on designated sides, but those
positions change throughout the match depending on passing needs, rotations and flow of play.
Target (ENG), Pivot (ENG), Pivo (POR), Pivote (ESP)
The target player is traditionally the most forward player on the court. They are most closely related to a
center on the basketball court. This player is the center of offensive attention and is comfortable with
their back to the opponent’s goal. The target player is not exempt from helping in the midfield or playing
defense when his team loses the ball. Most coaches will encourage the pivot player to maintain a deep
‘post-up’ position, but also encourage teamwork and rotation when necessary for positive outcomes.
Defender (ENG), Fixo (POR), Ciera (ESP), Ultimo (ESP)
As the title insinuates, this position is a player responsible for preventing the opposition from scoring.
They are denoted as the team’s last man and are usually the last line of defense before the goalkeeper.
Defenders are not limited to the defensive half however, especially with the fast pace of Futsal.
Depending on the philosophy of the coach, many defenders advance the ball into the attacking half and
take many shots on goal. This is when communication is crucial, as a winger or the target will need to
retreat and cover the defensive position during the break.
Goalkeeper (ENG), Goleiro (POR), Portero (ESP), Arquero (ESP)
This position requires a combination of athleticism, bravado, quick reactions and decision making
abilities. Futsal goalkeepers are protectors of the net with the ability to use their hands within the
penalty arc, but also get involved in the fast paced field play. Command of the ball with the feet,
communication, distribution skills and the vision to anticipate oncoming attacks are also very important.
All positions within a Futsal team are vital, but they are also fairly interchangeable. With the field of play
being considerably condensed, it is important for each player to know where their teammates are on
the field and to react accordingly. Learning how to rotate about the court based on the availability of
space and the positioning of teammates is an essential skill for great players – and brought to you
innately by the wonderful game of Futsal.
*Excerpts taken from definitions provided by Futsal Focus Academy

